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1. (THREAD) Narativ has independently confirmed Jeffrey
Epstein works for Israeli Intelligence. Why would Israel
need all that blackmaii material?

Jeffrey Epstein: Building Big Brother
Jeffrey Epstein's investment in an Israeli start-up reveals a myriad of links to Donald
Trump and Israeli spies.

http://narativ.org/2019/07/27/building-big-brother/

2. Epstein invested in an Israeli 'start-up'. It's called Carbyne and gives 911 call

centers instant access to live video from a caller's phones. This it is not your typical

start-up though.
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3. Almost everyone involved in Carbyne is Israeli Intelligence. There are three co-

founders and former Prime Minister Ehud Barak -- and a former General of Israel's

famed 8200 unit. Carbyne looks like a public facing front for Israeli Intel.
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Jeffrey Epstein: Building Big Brother
Jeffrey Epstein's investment in an Israeli start-up reveals a myriad of links to
Donald Trump and Israeli spies.

http://narativ.org/2019/07/27/building-big-brother/

4. Barak says he has known Epstein for 17 years but didn't know about the girls or

parties. Here he is attempting to enter Epstein's Upper East Side mansion all stealth-

like under that head covering. Barak says it was cold... @NarativLive

@traciemac_Bmore

5. But Jeffrey Epstein (below) doesn't look cold. Neither do the four female guests.

Yep, photos taken the same day. Israeli Intelligence knows a lot about everyone but

they missed the fact they were in business with a human trafficker and child rapist?

Netanyahu challenger Ehud Barak seen at Jeffrey Epstein's mansion
Ehud Barak was seen hiding his face while entering Jeffrey Epstein's NYC home in
2016. He claims he never met women while with Epstein, but DailyMail.com photos
dispute his claims.

https://dailymail.co.uk/news/article-7250009/Netanyahu-challenger-Ehud-Barak-hides-f…
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6. Did they also not know Viktor Vekselberg and Andrew Intrater were under

sanctions for Russia's attack on U.S. democracy when they sold them 24% of the

start-up? Yes, Israel is America's ally.

7. Who are the other investors? Peter Thiel; and the Chief Scientist of Israel, but then

it gets murky. Word on the street in Israel is that the Chinese are heavily invested.

Carbyne won't reveal the investors. @narativlive
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8. Speaking of China, why is Carbyne's co-founder Lital Leshem now working with

Erik Prince at his China-controlled Frontier Resource Group? They make Uyghur

concentration camps. The other owner is the UAE.

. @NarativLive @traciemac_bmore
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9. Carbyne claims it will help 911 call centers gain situational awareness by accessing

live video from a caller's phone. Isn't it strange that a child trafficker was invited to

invested in a start-up tailor-made for spying?
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10. Maybe we can ask Michael Chertoff - Homeland Security Chief under Bush. He

was the guy who wrote the Patriot Act, which allowed the government to spy on

Americans online. @narativlive @traciemac_Bmore .
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11. When is Carbyne going to start telling America only their system can stop mass

shootings? Carbyne is already in two US counties.
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12. Narativ is investigating Jeffrey Epstein for our shows and website. You can keep

up to date and help us get to the truth at

and joining Narativ. (starts at $3 a month). @narativlive @traciemac_Bmore

Narativ is creating live shows and investigations. | Patreon
Become a patron of Narativ today: Read 20 posts by Narativ and get access to
exclusive content and experiences on the world’s largest membership platform for
artis…

https://www.patreon.com/Narativ
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